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Summary 
The food proc巴ssingSmall and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) could offer immense opportunities to 
d巴velopingcountries like Sri Lanka. However the present situation of these S恥1Esin the food processing 
sector is not so sound due to various reasons and there is an urgent need to improve their productivity. 
This paper attempts to address one of the core det巴rminantsof organizational productivity， the socio-
cultural climat巴ofthe organization that influences the ef，巴ctivenessof the group work. Initially the past 
perceptual arguments regarding the巴ffectsof five socio相culturalinstitutions in Sri Lanka namely， family， 
ethnicity， caste， class and status， and education on individual personalities and behaviors were drawn 
from various sourc巴sof literature. Then an empirical investigation on 32 SMEs in the food processing 
sector was canied out to det巴fi'llIneth巴validityand reliability of these arguments. 
The matrix formed betwe巴nthe five socio司culturalinstitutIons and socio同culturaldetefi'llInants of 
group work r・eveal巴dthat Sri Lankan culture strongly supports to creat巴anegative socio-cultural climate 
for eff巴ctiv巴groupwork. The results of th巴casestudy also confirmed these arguments by having a n巴ga-
tive attitude towards organizations' socio-cultural climate for effective group work in g巴neral.日ow巴ver，a 
trend was obs巴rvedthat majority of the respondents was in two minds having more or less a neutral fel時
ing towards their socio四culturalclimate within the organization. 1t reveals that the traditional ideologi巴S
stil resides in th巴mindsof the employees and， infact， affect certain aspects of their social etiquett巴but
does not COlT巴spondto the stmctural realities in the present organizational system. This may co汀espond
with the rapid socio-economic transformation occurring with the mod巴rnizationprocess in Sri Lanka in 
the r巴centtimes and consequent diminishing of traditional ideologies and value systems in organizational 
work context. The challenge for the leaders would then be to get advantag巴ofthis trend and to imple-
ment those policies， procedures， and processes that would enable e紅巳ctivegroup work within their 0ト
gamzatlOns. 
Key words: Cultur巴， Group work， Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)， Food Processing， and 
Sri Lanka 
Introduction 
The opportunities from th巴foodprocessing industry in developing countries like Sri Lanka， 
characterized with ever increasing population， changing food habits， and predominant agricultural 
巴conomi巴s，are immense. In the development process， itwould be an important v巴hicleto achieve 
a faster growth in agricultural sector parallel to the industry to raise the living standard of the 
poor. It would form a convenient bridge between agriculture and industry， stimulating activities in 
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both sectors. This would thereby decentralize development， and reintroduce dignity and self騨
respect and consequently make the under-privileged direct contributors to overall development. 
On one hand food processing industry add value to many agricultural produce and on the other 
hand helps to bring down the post harvest losses which is estimates around 35-40 per cent in Sri 
Lanka (Jayatissa， 1998). 
Although the1'e isgreat potential fo1' and opportunities from food processing industry th巴
past reco1'ds of this sector was not so promising. The share of food processing sector in GDP， and 
total exports， has shown a continuous d巴clinefrom the time of ind巴pendence1.For instance， in
early 1960s agricultural processing sector dominated the industrial output， accounting for nearly 
63 per cent of the total value of industrial production， bu凶1託tin 2001 i江twaωs declined to only 24 pe佼f 
c巴n凶t.S凱imi投la凱r匂foodand beverages s総εcはtoαrcontriめbut股edfo邸rabout 19 pe釘rc巴ntof total industrial巴x-
por氏tsi凶n1970s but d巴clin巴dtω03pεrcent in 2001 (Centr討 Bank，1998). On the contrary， food im-
ports hav巴shownan ever-increasing growth， causing an immense pressure for island's balance of 
payment (Central Bank， various issues). Thes巴trendsappeal for UI玄entdevelopment in the food 
processing s巴ctorin Sri Lanka. 
Empirical research has shown that small and medium scale operations could serve better for 
developing countries rather than large田scaleoperations， which are characterized with limited sci-
ence and technological capacities， and shOltage of capital (Ventura，l988). The small and medium 
agr・0血foodsector could offer the opportunity to more expediently exploit agricultural and human 
resources， by using technologies mor巴intune with traditions and cultures of local population. 
Nevertheless， small and m吋iumfood processing enterpris巴S(SMEs)2 ， inSri Lanka are character-
ized with use of obsolet巴orinappropriate technology and poor management practic巴sresulting in 
low productivity， low quality， high r匂ectionrate， and shrinking market competitiveness. There噂
fore， there is an urgent n巴edto improve the productivity of these SMEs for the sake of their own 
survival on one hand， and improve the living standards of the people on the other hand. Research 
have suggested various means to improve productivity of these SMEs， including use of better and 
e仔icienttechnologies， better managem巴ntpracticesラ betterinstitutional support and so on. But 
none of these approaches would work unless the fundamental issues in 'human behavior' are ad聞
dressed， becaus巴theeffectiveness of al other approaches would ultimately depend up on it. 
Therefore， this paper attempts to address one such human character“group work" as a mean of 
improving productivity of Sri Lankan SMEs. 1n this pap巴rgroup wo1'k isdefined as work done by 
formal groups establish巴dby an organization that have designated wo1'k assignments and specific 
tasks. In work situation al the employees are compelled to work in groups either they are small 
or big andJor effective or ineffective. In organizations， one's group/s could be his 01' her section， 
department， special teams formed such as cross functional teams， self-managed teams， task forces， 
or sometimes the whole organization if the organization is not big enough for division. 
Th巴efl巴ctivegroup work has been identified as one of th巴corevalues in high-perfo1'mance 
1 Sri Lanka achieved independ巴nc巴fromher colonialmler Great Britain， in1948. 
2 A comprehensive universally accepted definition for SMEs is dificult to find and it would vary 
widely across the countries， tim巴periods，乱ndinstitutes. For the purpos巴ofthis paper the definitions 
of the Indusuial D巴velopmentBoard wer巴adopt巴din which small industries are defin巴das a firm that 
total number of regular employees does not exceed 50 persons， and similarly medium-scale industries 
are defin巴das a firm that total number of regulぼ employeesdoes not exceed 200 persons. 
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organizations， and its importance has been lengthily discussed in the lit巴rature(seεfor example 
O'Reilly and Flatt， 1989; Conkling， 1997; Katzenbach and Smith， 1993;可osvold，1991; Parker， 
1994). Synergy， flexibility， speed， economizing on resources， and decisions based on accurate in-
formation are some of the major benefits， ifpeople work as a group. A group brings a diversity of 
experience and perspectives to the decision proc巴s，and they can identify more alternatives than 
an individual. 
However， group work is not an automatic productivity巴nhancer，and there can be disap-
pointments if th巴internaland external conditions are not conducive for group work. The literature 
on factors affecting group work is also quite elaborate (Cohen and Bailey， 1997; Katz巴nbachand 
Smith， 1993; Hackman， 1989; Janis， 1972). Out of various factors influencing group work such 
as size， socio-economic conditions of the members， internal and巴xternallinks，resource availabil-
ity， method of rewarding and penalizing members， etc. this paper would emphasis only on th巴m四
fluence of individual personality and behavior in groups. These individual personalities and be-
haviors would be determined by various socio却culturalfactors that would vary widely across the 
countries， regions， organizations， and even within groups 
Although the importance of individual personalities乱ndbehaviors within groups are well 
elaborated in the literature， their roots have not been paid enough attention in the past. There is 
considerable impact from乱country'sculture (Sri Lankan culture in this cas巴)on group perform-
ance. But， empirical r巴searchon the influence of Sri Lankan cultur巴ongroup activity is hardly 
available to our knowledge. One's personality and behavior is greatly determined by his or her 
cultural orientation. In other words， a country's culture would affect the m巴mbers'personalities 
and behaviors within a group and therefore the group's effectiveness. This answer・sthe fundam巴n-
tal qu巴stion，why group work succeeds in one nation while fails in another? Expressing the wish 
to b巴agroup同ori巴ntedorganization is both easy and popular in al over the world， but actually 
implementing that wish has become extremely di国cultin nations where cultures do not favor 
group work. Many of the organizations that we have studied in Sri Lanka have a long way to go 
to reach a genuine group orientation. 
Therefore， the objective of this paper is to examine the receptivity to group work in SMEs in 
Sri Lanka. The SMEs were studies to empirically investigate the relationship between socio目
cultural factors within a group and the national culture. Agro叩foodprocessing ent巴rprisesform 
the single largest sector in the island in t巴rmsof number of establishments and number of em司
ployees， who is repr巴sentedby al communities， thus would bring the necessary variability into 
the study. 
The predominant cultural behaviors that may affect the receptivity to work groups have been 
described in detail using five socio-cultural institutions namely， Family， Ethnicity， Cast， Class and 
Status， and Education. The paper discusses th巴effectof these socio田culturalinstitutions on the in-
dividual personality and behavior within a group and therefore the effectiveness of work groups. 
Theoretical Framework 
Among a wide range of socio叩culturalfactors within groups this paper would focus on mem-
ber relationships， cultural diversity3， group goals， values and beliefs， communication，叩dleader何
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ship that would largely det巴Tmlll巴thegroup perfor百lance.The relationships among these conc巴pts
are demonstrated in Fig. 1. 
a) Complemenωry Human Relationsh伊s:To be effective the relationship among members of 
th巴groupshould be bas巴don mutual trust， respect， and depend巴nce(Coh巴nand Bailey， 1997; Kト
esler， 1978). For group's effectiveness and to overcome th巴potentialhardships trust and mutual 
dependenc巴playan important role. Trust also implies respect for the other members of the group. 
These attitudes provide the bond that make the group work and help the group to survive when 
tim巴sare tough. When there is no sense of mutuality among the members of a group it soon be-
comes dysfunctional. 
b) Diversi.か:Homogeneous groups would not effective in performanc巴， innovation， and growth. 
A homogeneous group will lack some of the associativ巴massof ideas， thus， these groups will 
hav巴lesssynergy potential than heterogeneous mass of people (Parker， 1994; Bantz， 1993). 
On contrary， heterogeneous groups in which m巴mbersare belonging to differ巴ntcultural 
backgrounds coupled with multiple skills will benefit from the associative mass of id巴asreflected 
by their multi耐culturaland multi-skilled composition (Copeland， 1988). If the structural integrity 
of these groups could be secured， inan atmospher巴offree and open communication， these differ-
ent knowledge b昌seswill be grinding against each other. As a result， more heterog巴neousways of 
understanding the practical concepts will create a pool of potential probl巴msolving capabilities to 
be drawn upon. How巴ver，diversity has been shown to increase conflict， reduce cohesion， compli-
C品teintemal communication， and hamper coordination within the team (O'Reilly and Flatt， 1989， 
Kiesler， 1978; Shaw， 1971). Thereforゑ ifnot managed properly these internal processes may 
slowdown d巴cision四makingOI・resultin compromise solutions rather than truly cr巴ativeproblem 
solving. 
c) Sense of Commonness: Group's performance will be determined by shared goals， values， and 
beliefs (Mullen and Copper， 1994). In organizations group work is ineffective without mutually 
agreed upon goals. To give group members a sense of purpos巴組dfocusラ groupgoals and meth哨
odologies need to be articulated clearly. If a goal is ambiguous or il d巴fined，the group will lack 
motivation and commitment (O'Leary， Martocchio， and Frank， 1994). 
Closely related to a sense of purpose，品Teshared values and beliefs. Because these values 
and beliefs define the attitudes and norms that guide behavior and they play the role of social con-
trol mechanism. Hence， the internalization of shared values and beliefs by group members is ex巴
trem巴lyimportant in the reaIization of the group's goals. In an environment with members belong 
several cultural backgrounds it is hard to achieve common purpose， values and b巴liefs，but it is 
not impossible. Proper group and organizational cultur巴couldbring uniqueness in a diversified 
group. All work group members should make sure that they share a common purpose， values and 
3 Div巴rsityin this p乱perrefers to a group including not only multi skil巴dmembers but also members 
belong to different socio-cultural backgrounds (i.e. s巴x，age， caste， class， ethnicity，巴tc.).In most litera-
tUfl巴，however， emphasis has been made only to multi-skilled members and to coordination among dif-
ferent functional areas， such as marketing， manufacturing， R & D， etc 
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beliefs， thus confonn to the rules and regulations of th巴groupand the organization (Berkowitz， 
1954). Groups should take good care to socialize their n巴wmembers， helping them to internaliz巴
the group's cor巴valu巴sand beliefs. 
d) Genuine Communication: Genuine communication is a precondition for th巴 successof 
groups (Ancona and Caldwell， 1990). In effective groups frequent participation in decision制
making is an essential part of the cultur巴.Everyone can expect it， everyone can demand it， and 
everyone is supposed to give it. Members' behavior should be extremely egalitarian. Nobody has 
the right to force someone to do something against his or her will. Everyone can have a say in de-
cisions that affect the group. Nobody should be afraid to speak his or her mind and should share 
hon巴stand accurate information. Effective groups share their ideas freely and巴nthusiastically;
組 dgroup members feel comfortabl巴巴xpr巴ssingopinions both for and against any position. 
e) Encouraging Leadership: Successful group leaders should empower their memb巴TSto take 
decisions and encourage ful participation， reflecting a willingness to share goals with the other 
members of the group (Rothman， 1993). They should treat members of the group with r巴spect，
listen to feedback， and ask questions， address problems， and display toler加 ceand flexibility. 
Th巴yshould also encourage dialogue and interaction among the participants， balancing appropri-
ate levels of participation to ensure that al points of view are explored. Capitalizing on the differ欄
ences among group m巴mberswhen those differences can furth巴rthe common good of the group 
is essential in cross-cultural groups. Encouraging leaders accept ownership for the decision of the 
group and keep their focus sharp through follow同up.]ヨyacting in thes巴ways，they create an at-
mosphere of growth and learning， and encourage group members to巴valuatetheir own progress 
and development (Hackman， 1989). 
The Conceptual Framework 
Concepts 
Fig. 1 : Conceptual Framework of the Study 
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お1:ethodology
A compr巴h巴nsiveliterature survey was carri巴dout in order to identify the possible link be-
tween th巴白vesocio-cultural institutions in Sri Lanka and the five concepts in the group's socio喧
cultural climate. The paper confines itself to discuss the effect of these socio四culturalinstitutions 
on the individual personality and behavior within a group and therefore the performance， but not 
to describe institutions in detail themselves. 
In order to empirically demonstrate these theoretical and/or perceptual relationships a con勾
current case study was conducted on SMEs in the food processing sector. Thirty-two SMEs were 
select巴dfor the survey， and they were distributed in the Central and the Western provinces in Sri 
Lanka， where many such organizations belong to different communities can be found. These 
firms were involvεd in vegetable and fruit PI・ocessing，spice processing， cereal processing， and 
conf，巴ctionarybusin巴sses，facing more or less a simila.r external environment (i.e. economic， so叩
cial， political， legal， etc.). 
We approached the owners/managers of these firms for a period of 3 months starting from 
April 2002. There w巴reno single instruments in the literature that deal directly with this p訂ticu-
lar topic. Therefore， a list of statem巴ntsthat reflect巴dthe relationship between the group socio-
cultural factors and performance was drawn up by the researchers from a variety of published 
sources. The questionnaire consisting this list was reviewed by several university academics， and 
some other expertise in this area. The questionnaire then circulated among a group of 15 employ同
巴巴sin thr巴巴 similarSMEs. After reviewing th巴msome questions were rea汀angedto make them 
more understandable and make it more suitable for the study. 
The questionnaire was th巴ndistributed among the employees present when we visited those 
organizations， including both managerial and non噂managerialstaf in order to capture the true 
culture at alllevels. 324 employees (24 per cent of total number of employees) had responded for 
the questionn丘ire.After discarding the qu巴stionnaireswith missing and incorrect data， question-
naires from 306 employ巴es(22 P巴rcent) w巴rese!ected for th巴finalanalysis. Although th巴re-
sponse rate was only satisfactory， the selection of entire staf r巴sultedin better feedback from the 
select巴dfirms. Random observations and discussions w巴realso made to get the detailed informa-
tion about the group dynamics and group sub同cultur巴ofthes巴selectedorganizations. A separate 
interview schedule was used to get the details of the firm through the owner/manager. 
Review of Socio嗣cl.UuralBarriers for Gl"Ol.l.p Work in Sri Lanka 
Sri Lanka has been influenced by m乱nycountries for various socio-economic interests. 
Those influenc巴srun into a great history， and according to th巴availableliterature the first Singha聞
lese ruler; King Vijaya was a descendent of North India who came to Sri Lanka in 543 B.c. Obvi肉
ously the neighboring India， which is only 23 kilom巴tersapart， has influenced a11 the socio-
cultural institutions of Sri Lanka to a great extent. The location of the isl品ndin the Indian Ocean 
was a strategic site for trade between Europe， Africa， and Middle East from one side and East 
Asia from the other. More recently from 1505， the colonial rule of thr・eeEuropean nations starting 
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from Portuguese， Dutch， and finally the British has also influenced the Sri Lankan culture signifi-
cantly. Today as a result of these influences Sri L乱nkanis characterized with a mulιlingual and 
multi叩culturalsociety. Unlike most other countries， even today these different communities have 
maintained a strong bond to their original cultures， causing some continuous disputes among diι 
ferent communities. 
The following review attempts to describ巴th巴predominantcultural behaviors derived from 
five socio-cultural institutions that may have affected the receptivity to group work in Sri Lanka. 
The pap巴rdiscusses the efl巴ctof these socio-cultural institutions on formation of socio-cultural 
climates within th巴 organizationsand therefore the performance (see Marga Institute， 1985; 
Nanay政kara，1983; Nevil1e， 1983; W討etunga，1998; Hettige， 1984; Ryan， 1993 for detailed 
analysis of each of these institutions). 
a) Influence of Family on Group Work 
A typical traditional Sri Lankan family is an extended one in which general1y two to three 
generations of both sexes share the same household. Having compelled to be together， family es-
tablishes a system of mutual support and trust among members. While male elders are supposed 
to protect their young once during economic and other hardships， women組 dyoung ones are 
kept aside of those duties. Although the family hierarchy demands respect， itis limited to father (i. 
e. a Patemalistic Family)， but not for mother and other young ones. Th巴seorientations contribute 
to have complementary relationships among group memb巴rs，but discourag巴ageand gend巴rdi-
versJty. 
The family cultivates a syst巴mof order among things and relations that should be品ccepted
without challenge. Every member is expected to conform to the family rules and regulations， and 
exceptions (for exampl巴 marringa mate out of family concern) could even result in expelling 
from the family. Family set up， therefore， demands for strong and sh乱redgoals， values， and be-
liefs. 
The decision-making system in the family is hierarchical， inwhich major decisions are 
mostly made by fath巴r.The obedience to authority promotes top-down and one四waycommunica-
tion while bottom同upand two-way communication are discouraged. Father takes major decisions 
and whether they are right or wrong children hav巴toobey them. The view that males are always 
superior to females causes members to believe that m得。rdecisions and approvals should come 
always from elderly males in a group situation. In a family， the exercise of control could take ex-
treme form in which the young ones especially the femal巴sdo not have any freedom of choice. 
Therefore， the orientation of a traditional family does not encour乱gegenuine communication 
品mongthe members. 
Lack of freedom in making their own d巴cisionsduring the child socialization discourage 
participation and they tend to depend on others for solutions and approvals. Making al the deci副
sions by father， or oldest married male develops a mentality that authority is positional and it 
builds up with age. Such perception has also discouraged building leadership qualities and reject 
altemativ巴ssuggested by younger members. Strict obedience to elders and female weakness lim-
its the sharing of leadership among young and female members. 
魁~
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b) lnfluence of Ethnicity on Group Work 
Sri Lankan society is composed of thre巴 main巴thniccommunities namely Singhalese， 
Tamils， and Muslims. There are distinct cultur札 religious，and linguistic differences among these 
three communities. Sinhala community believed to be descendents of the Aryans of No1'th India 
forms the majo1'ity accounting for about 74 pe1' cent of the total population. Tamils and Muslims 
communities account fo1' 18 per cent and 6 pe1' cent respectively forming the two major minority 
communities in Sri Lanka. Th巴Singhaleseare again grouped into two regional groupings， namely， 
low country (about 50 per cent) and up country (or K，αndyan). Like Singhalese， Tamils are also 
grouped into two， Ceylon Tamils (about two third of the Tarnil community) and plantation Tamils 
who wer巴broughtmore 1'ecently by British planters for their estate work. The Muslim commu同
nity is also grouped into two， Ceylon Moors and Indian Moors. 
Multi cultural societies are now common in many countries， but unfortunately these three 
communities do not live in harmony in Sri Lanka. The causes of the racial conflict in Sri Lanka 
range from antagonisms and a fear rooted in the past history of the thr巴ecOl11rninutes， tospecific 
grievances that have risen during the p巴riodafter th巴independence.There is an ove1'al perc巴ption
of each cOl11l11unity regarding the relative position， the socio嗣econol11icstatus of itself and of the 
other cOl11munities， the benefits it has derived or failed to derive from the socio町民onol11ic
changes and the d巴velopl11entproc巴ssesduring the last three decades. 
The antagonistic perceptions4 among these three communities in areas such as the relative 
socio田巴conol11icposition in the society， language rights， education rights and employment oppor-
tunities and the own巴rshipof wealth int創刊ptmutual harl110ny among memb巴rs.This can seriω 
ously h釘nperthe relationship among members of a group with several ethnic divisions and sub-
divisions. 
The cultural and religious bonds keep these three ethnic coml11unities in strong communal 
solidarity. Perceptions， which are antagonistic， would keep members belong to other ethnic 
groups away frorn a group. Further， al three cOl11l11unities， and especially Tamils and Muslims 
with the influence of Hinduism and Islal11 respectively have promoted rather c10sed society for 
wornen. In a group with members belong to several ethnic types， with different interests would 
find it difficult to share goals， values， and beli巴fs.These will be challenged and change would be 
demanded by individuals belong to other ethnic groups 
Languag巴wouldb巴oneof the major factors determining genuine communication. But Sin陶
酔ales巴touse Sinhala language and Tamils and Muslims to use Tamil languag巴 wouldhamper 
fre巴andgenuine flow of ideas if the group composed of different ethnic divisions. Although Eng-
lish is used as the third and official language in m且nyinstances people who can communicate in 
English are only few. 
Individuals in a group would try to keep away from each other， not readily accepting the 
authority of persons of other ethnic groups. This will result in not only members not willing to 
participate in the decision making proc巴sbut also may not accept the solutions and the final out蜘
come making leader's role more di百icult.
4 The perceptual differences between Sinhala and Tamil cornmunities have resulted in an ethnic con司
自ictcausing about 64500 deaths in th巴lasttwo d巴cadesin Sri Lanka. 
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c) lnfluence 01 Caste on Group Work 
A caste is an巴ndogenoush巴reditarysubdivision of an ethnic unit occupying品positionof 則自
perior or inferior rank commonly seen in Singhalese and Tarnil communities. As Ryan (1993)氏側
scribes， itis highly probable that many of the castes represent imrnigrant groups from India， who 
have had a pr巴determinedstatuses， and others arose through the division of labor and other schis町
m品ticprocesses within the society. Most of the castes5， ifnot al， had been assigned specific func-
tional roles， particularly under the Kandyan feudal social organization. Many of these castes-
linked occupational groups began to disintegrat巴 underthe influence of European colonization 
and related processes. It is， however， important to note that people could not detach themselves 
from th巴irtraditional identities because of their Ge names (literally means House) and actual be-
havior， and geographical migration took place as a group of families and individuals who were 
aware of the traditional affiliations of each other. 
Today， caste distinctions and discrirninations hav巴approach巴da minimum， and the institu-
tion itself mainly巴xistsbelow th巴surfaceof easy visibility，巴xceptin some special occasions like 
marriage. Although the legal disabilities formerly associated with cast巴sare abolished， the extra-
legal disabilities persist sometimes covertly. 
Caste is both a system of social interrelations and a psychological order. The interrelations 
are governed by values， which promote virtual acceptance of the will of the dominating castes. 
The mutual trust， dependence， or support could not be seen in a system where high caste mem-
bers dominate over low caste members. Since there ar巴restrictionson interaction between mem-
bers of different castes， the mutually supportive behavior of the group may not be observed in a 
group comprising high and low caste members. 
There are restrictions on interaction between members of different cast巴s.In various kinds of 
context， a member of a‘high' caste is liable to be‘polluted' by either direct or indirect contact 
with品memberof a‘low' caste. Therefore， caste diversity among members would not be encour働
aged. In case of a group with members belong to several ‘high' and ‘low' castes， that group would 
be dysfunctional. Because of the hierarchical natur巴ofthe caste system， the positional power en-
ables person in a‘high' caste functionally order the ‘low' caste person thus genuine communica-
tion would not occur. 
The caste system is hierarchically organized in such a way that the low status cast巴shave 
fewer alternatives as status position declines. The power of the hierarchical position enables the 
higher castes members to keep lower castes members dependent on them and under control. Thus 
the sharing of leadership， orparticipation of lower caste members in the decision making process 
would bej巴opardized.
5 According to the lit巴rature，there ar巴 12castes and 6 sub-castes within Sinhala community. Thes巴
castes and sub-castes are hierarchically a江anged，Goyigama-Fanners (the m得ority，about 50% of Sin同
ghalese society) at the top and Rodi四beggarsat the bottom. The order of the castes in between vary 
widely according to different scholars which include Karava-Fisherm巴n，Navandαnna-Artisan， 
Smiths of al type， Salagama-Cinnamon p巴巴lers，Durawa-Toddy tapers， HannalトTailors，Rada-
Wash巴rsto higher castes， Badahala同Potters，Panikki-Barb巴rs，Beravα-Tom-tom beaters， Kinnara司Mat
weavers. 
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d) lnfluence 01 Class and Status on Group Work 
The social class structure between elite (landlord) and peasant existed so far transformed 
into a new form having three socio-economic classes， namely national elite， middle class， and 
lower class during the colonial p巴riod.The socio economic transformation took place esp巴cially
during the British times provided an opportunity to achieve this new national elite status through 
involving in economic activities and educational achievements in English language. The wealth 
of pioneer entrepreneurs，加dthe close relationship of native administrators (mostly Burghers and 
Mudaliyar class) with the British governm巴nt，enabled them to educ昌tetheir sons in best schools 
and send them abroad for higher studies (Pi巴risヲ 1964).Consequently they used their education， 
wealth， and social contacts to consolidate their巴litestatus. 
Aft巴rsome time the middle class was formed mainly in the low country， when the natives 
could巴arnsome wealth trough trade and commerce activities， and the English education was 
more liberalized. The middle class again divided into 'upper' middle class (high administrative 
servants in plantation and mercantile firms) and 'lower' middle class (clerks， school teachers， and 
other 0ぽicersin urban employment). Unlike the middle class in Europe and America， the middle 
class of Sri Lanka took shape somewhat artificially and exogenous in response to colonial occu悶
patlOn. 
The low巴ror poor class of Sri Lankan society， consisting of workers and peasants， can be di陶
vided into three groups of equal status: the urban workers， th巴巴stateworkers， and the peasants. 
The economic and social disparity between the lower class and the upper class is very wide. 
Therefore， the social classes that interact with each other in a broader sense， repres巴ntdifferent 
interest groups or， put another way， possess different interests. A group characterized with such a 
class situation， the distribution of gains is not equal to each class's contribution. As Marxists put 
it， since classes represent conflicting interests， the relationships between them are fundamentally 
antagomstIc 11 nature. 
The structure does not contribute to have compl巴mentaryrelationship among group mem-
bers. The relationship between the elite and the poor is rather exchang巴basedon various tradト
tional rights and obligations. To owners/managers who organize and control the organization， la-
bor (poor) is another input. Th巴 poorcontinues to depend on capitalist， upper class who has 
power， status， and wealth but not h巴vise但versa.
As a result of the circumstances outlined above， the poor， though substantial in number have 
remained highly ineffective and marginal as a pressure group in the communication process， and 
le乱dership.The hierarchy of class by itself is a challenge for the individual in the lower levels to 
achieve and therefore it discourages the development of self-confidence， and the leadership quali伽
tles. 
e) lnfluence 01 Education on Group Work 
An organized education system was formed only during the British colonial period. How問
ever there was a wide disparity in distribution of education facilities and people who can obtain 
sound education. The pattern of distribution of education facilities in the island was concentrated 
1l1C巴rtainurban areas like Colombo， Galle and Jaffna wh巴reChristianity gain巴dground. Further 
it was only available to national elites until fr巴巴educationwas introduced in 1950s thanks to then 
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the education minister Hon. C.W.W. Kannangara. With this policy the tertiary education has 
chang巴dnow to include majority of the student from mral areas. However， a significant change 
has not been seen in both location and beneficiary disparity in primぽyand secondary education 
巴ventoday. 
From the early British period， the school curriculum was aimed to impart a sound classical 
and mathematical education. Until recently in the tertiary education (university and above)， even 
after making education free in 1950s， technical and professional subjects like medicine， engine巴ト
ing， and law h品vebeen restricted to high-incom巴groupsof urban areas. The commerce and maル
agement subjects were not promoted beli巴vingthat the passing out graduat巴swould find difficult 
to secure employment. Teaching method was that students were compelled to take notes， memo戸
riz巴them，and repeat them as-it-was for competitive examinations. The competition at secondary 
education is vast that only 2回3per cent get the chance for university education. 
Having fr巴eeducation until the end of university level， students from various socio-
economic backgrounds are compelled to le且rntogether. At th巴universityentrance level ther，巴 ap-
pears to be fair distribution of admission among different sexes， castes， classes and so on. The lib-
eral way of life in the schools and universities has given opportunity to increas巴mutualunder-
standing and appreciation of each other. Mixed education that was followed popularly in the gov悼
ernment schools and universities for decades has been a key factor in bringing about an egalitar帥
ian treatment for different socio-economic groups and sexes in th巴society.
Thetwo也waycommunication is however not trained in Sri Lankan education due to two reル
sons; one the teacher田studentrelationship and second English language. The teacher-student rela-
tionship is based on the belief that the teacher is always right and he/she is the example for 
thought and behavior. This beli巴ftends to create a system where lectur・esare delivered without 
any feedback. Second， the English language， which is frequently used language among high-
income groups (elite and upper middle class) in the organizational context， isknown to few peo-
ple in Sri Lanka. 
High competition for examination makes students to cram limiting the opportunities to iル
volve in extracurricular activities like sports and club activities， which help them to develop group 
and leadership skills 
Table 1: Matrix between Sri Lankan Culture and Socio“Cultural Climate of the Organizations 
Posses Accept Share Common Engage in Open Posses 
Complementary Heterogeneous Goals， Values Communication Encouraging 
Relationships Membership & Beliefs Leadership Style 
Family + 十
Ethnicity 
Caste 
← 
Socio-economic 
Clas 
Education + + 。
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Note: Positive (十)mark indicates a supportlencouragement from that socio四culturalinstitu拘
tion (given in rows) to have personality and behavior， which is giv巴nin columns. Similarly nega-
tive (一)mark indicates a hindrance/discouragement， and zero (0) indicates no direct relationship. 
The analysis was done presuming that group is consist of members belong to different ag巴groups，
sexes， castes， ethnic groups， and class and status groups. 
In summary， asdemonstrated in Table 1， most of th巴socio-culturalinstitutions in Sri Lanka 
support to form a socio-cultural climate within the organization that encourages individual work 
rather than group work in the organizational context. 
ResuUs and Discussion of th母CaseStudy on the SMEs 
Table 2 shows the distribution of selected SMEs according to the current size of th巴businessand 
growth in terms of number of巴mployeesand average annual sales. The growth of the annual sales 
ofth巴firmswas computed by taking the average growth from time series data between 1999 and 
2001. The number of respondents in each category is given in the third column. 
Table 2: The Characteristics of the SMEs Se!ected for the Study 
Type of Numberof No No.of Ave. no. Ave. no. Ave Ave. growth (%) 
Industry employees R巴だspond- firms o(f EstIa1bP-1) . (oPf rEe sIe1nPt1) . annual ents salesω2001 (Curent) (96 constant) 
Small く25 79 12 1 19 20225∞ 2.3 5.0 
25-50 123 13 1 36 46830α〕 3.1 -4.3 
Medium 51-100 46 4 14 60 8904000 6.0 1.6 
101-200 58 3 26 147 14439000 5.4 -2司2
Overall 306 32 11 43 5128000 3.42 '-4.04 
Source: Based on the survey on food processing SMEs in Sri Lanka conducted in Apdl 2002 
All the employ巴esworking in a giv巴nfirm， permanent workers as well as the temporary and 
casual workers hav巴beenaccounted to determine the number of employees. The bulk of the tirms 
in the sample was in the category of small巴nterprises(less than 50 employees). Given the size 
composition the country's food processing sector this is not surprising and go inline with the 郎防
tional figures. Results revealed that the number of employees in each cat巴goryhas risen巴xcept
for two firms reported a decline. This indicates a growth in these SMEs in terms of number em四
ployees， and inclination towards the quantity of production. 
The average growth of SMEs in terms of annual sales was 3.42 per c巴ntat cu汀巴ntmarket 
price.日ow巴ver，this growth is relativ巴lysmall compared to the overall manufacturing s巴ctorand 
small industη(including al th巴industries)，which were accounted for 10.35 per cent and 8.84 
per cent respectively in the same period. Notwithstanding the growth of firms in current market 
price， the growth rat巴at1996 constant price was negative 4.04 per cent. The corresponding tig-
ures in the manufacturing s巴ctorand small industry (al indllstries) were 2.62 and one respectively 
for the same period6. In t巴rmsof growth rates， probably as昌resultof巴conomiesof scal巴， medium 
scal巴enterprises巴xpandedat a more rapid rate than the small-scale ent巴rprises.In sllmmary， al-
6 The surv巴ywas calTied out during a p巴riodof one of the worst economic rec巴ssionsin Sli Lanka， 
and in 2001 for the first tim巴inthe history Sri Lanka recorded a n巴gativegrowth in the GDP. 
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though the SMEs showed a considerable growth in terms of number of employees， in巴conomic
terms it has been relatively slow， r巴flectingthe ine妊icienciesin food processing SMEs in Sri 
Lanka. There could be various interpretations for this poor performance， but like discuss巴din the 
foregoing analysis this paper emphasized on the human personalities and behaviors， asdetermin掬
ing factor of performance in SMEs in Sri Lanka. Table 3 demonstrates the use of group work to 
carry out different operations in the organization. 
Table 3: Utilization of Group work in the SMEs 
NlImber of firms 
NlImberof NlImberof Command Cross Self Task 
employees 日IlliS groups flnctional managed forces' 
teams' teamsC 
<25 12 12 
25-50 13 13 4 
51-100 4 4 3 
101-2α) 3 3 2 2 
Total 32 32 3 None 9 
Source: Same as Table 2 
Note: 
a -The basic， traditional work grolps det巴rminedby formal althority relationships and depicted on the organizational 
chart. They typicaly incllde a manager and those slbordinates who report direct1y tohim 
b-Brings individlals from variols work areas with di設"erentski1s tocome up with soll1tions to operational problems 
c -Esentialy independent grolps that in adition to doing their operational jobs， take some responsibilities slIch as 
planning， evaluation， etc
d -Temporary grolps created to accomplish a specitic task. Once the task is completed， the grolp is disbanded 
The use of special team紅Tangementslike cross-functional teams， self哨managedteams， and 
task forces seemed alien to many organizations that were surveyed. None of the SMEs were using 
self-managed tean1S. To have these special team arrangements， however， the organizations should 
be fairly large in terms of number of employees， and it was reflected by having more medium 
scale firms adapting th巴seteam arrangements for production processes in their organization. Ob-
viously al the SMEs must have command groups otherwise they cannot be called as organiza-
tions. However， availability of a favorable socio-cultural conditions， and effectIveness and巴伍-
ci巴ncyof these groups are questionable. According to th巴poorgrowth performance reported by 
the SMEs surveyed， the effectiveness and efficiency of these command groups sounds not so im同
pressive. Table 4 summarizes the employ巴es'view about their group's socio-cultural climate. 
Table 4 lists the frequency of response to the 23 st品tementsclassified into 5 factors. In the 
questionnaire， the statements were pr巴sentedin random order including some negative forms (E.g. 
members of my work group do not trust each other). Employees were asked to巴xpresstheir opin-
ion for each statement in a Likert scale;トStronglyagree， 2-Agree， 3-Neither agree nor dis-
agrees， 4-Disagre巴， and 5-Strongly disagree. For the ease of understanding， al the statements 
were transformed Into their positive form and the scores of 1 & 2， and 4 & 5 were combined. The 
mean scores were calculated on the original range and they refl巴ctan idea of the overall view. 
島ι ー
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Table 4: Perception about the Workgroup's Socio凶economicClimate 
% Responses 
N 
Mean 
Agree Neutral Disagr配 d score 
Factor 1: Complementary Human Relationships 
. Members of my workgroup respect each other 51.5 35.7 12.8 305 3.20 
. Members of my workgroup trust each other 58.7 29.8 11.5 305 2.37 
. Members of my workgroup are mutually dependent on 45.2 34.3 20.5 303 2.67 
each other 
Factor 2: Heterogeneous Membership 
. Young and elder members are treated equally 37.2 30.9 31.9 304 2.96 
. There is no gender discrimination in the group 17.4 23.6 59.0 305 3.63 
. There is no racial discrimination in the group 40.5 34.2 25.3 304 2.80 
. There is no caste discrimination in the group 56‘5 23.8 19.7 294 2.47 
. Th巴reis no class & status discrimination in the group 23.7 24.7 51.6 304 3.42 
. Ther官isno language discrill1ination in the group 38.9 28.1 33.0 306 2.94 
. Workgroup members posse multiple skils 48.7 29.9 21.4 304 2.63 
Factor 3: Common goals， values， and be!iefs 
Our workgroup goals田eclear and well defined 36.2 29.3 34.5 304 3.02 
. Mernbers' own objectives紅esubo吋inateto those of 25.0 24.3 50.7 304 3.39 
the workgroup 
. Workgroup members have shared values and beliefs 34.8 26.6 38.7 305 3.48 
. All the workgroup rnembers conforll1 to the rules and 48.4 28.3 23.4 304 2.50 
regulations 
Factor 4: Genuine Communication 
. There is continuous frequent dialogue arnong the 30.1 30.4 39.5 306 3.17 
ll1embers 
. We share accurate and honest information 30.0 24.1 45.9 303 3.24 
. Members' behavior is extrernely egalitarian 29.4 22.9 47.7 306 3.30 
ーAllthe rnemb巴ISparticipate in the decision making 21.8 29.7 48.5 303 3.43 
process 
Fador 5: Encouraging Leadership 
. Our workgroup is empowered to make decisions on 24.7 27β 48.4 304 3.38 
day to day work and the environment 
. All the members accept the ownership of the work- 23.0 28.2 48.9 305 3.37 
group's decisions and results 
. Our workgroup leader encourage ful participation 21.4 27.0 51.6 304 3.50 
. Our workgroup leader respects and listens to feedback 26.6 22.4 51.0 304 3.41 
and弓uestions
. Our workgroup leader displays flexibi1ity 25.8 26.8 47.4 306 3.36 
Taking the simple ranking of mean scores， th巴topfive statements with which most r巴spondents
disagreed can be listed in the following order. 
1. There is no gender discrimination in the group 
2. Our workgroup leader encouragefull pαrticipation 
3. Workgroup members have shared valuesαnd beliφ 
4. There is no class and status discrimination in the group 
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5. Our workgroup leader respects and listens to feedbackαnd questions 
The discrimination against women was one of the major negative behaviors observed in our 
analysis of socio-cultural institutions in Sri Lanka. Not only Family and Ethnicity， but also other 
institutions like Religion， Ceremonies， Games， Rituals， Dramas etc.， which are out of the scope of 
this research， might hav巴contributedto form such behaviors and personalities. Although women 
have shown relatively better standards in t巴rmsof health and education， and there are no constitu-
tional differences between male and female， the traditional social attitudes have failed to get the 
maximum of women in a group context. 
The statement 2 and 5 clearly refl巴ctthe bureaucratic nature and patemalistic leadership 
style of Sri Lankan SMEs. A patemalistic leadership style， which is supported with most of the 
socicトculturalinstitutions in Sri Lanka， has a concentrated power in the hands of authority (super-
ordinate)， and hinders eff，巴ctiv巴groupwork in Sri Lanka. 
Except for the ethnicity， althe firms indicat巴dthat th巴yhave employ田sboth male and fe-
male belong to different castes， class and status groups， and education levels. Out of th巴32or司
ganizations， five small enterprises indicat巴dthey have only Sinhala employe巴s，while another 
small enterprise indicated that it has only Tamil巴mployees.Firms having employees with diverse 
socio-cultural backgrounds and perceptual conflicts among communities， one could not expect to 
have a group culture with shared values and beliefs. 
Another attitude， which limits group work， isthe belief that there is discrimination against 
poor， the majority of the employees of these firms. Excluding the owners and the top manage凹
ment who are the capitalist entrepreneurs， the m共jorityof the employees fal into the laborer cate-
gory. A manger attached to a SME which recently had some labor related problems stated that 
“To US， labor is another input like fruits and vegetables; we can buy them as w巴wishor throw 
them out if th巴yare spoil巴d".1t is not surprising that m勾oritywould feel that here is discrimina-
tion against poor in such organizations. As long as they feel that they are being discriminated they 
will not put their maximum efort. 
By contrast， the top five statements with which most respondents agreed could be listed in 
rank order as follows. 
1. Members ofmy workgroup trust each other 
2. There is no caste discrimination in the group 
3. All the workgroup members conform to the rules and regulations 
4. Workgroup members posse multiple skils 
5. Members ofmy workgroup are mutually dependent on each other 
Although there was no strong agreement with the above statements (mean score in between 
1 and 2)， mean scores of less th拍 threeindicates majority of the respondents agreed up on these 
statements， which is different to our initial thinking. Again to explain these phenomena， we have 
to look into other socio回culturalinstitutions like Religion， Games， etc. Interestingly， majority of 
the employees beli巴V巴dthat ther巴isno caste discrimination within their organization. 12 em-
ployees have not expressed their opinion on this statement. Although It may not be significant， we 
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nught say that the ideology of caste stiU resides in the minds of the employees and， infact， affect 
certain aspects of their social etiquett巴butdoes not conespond to the structural realities in the 
present system. 
B巴yondthis， our results revealed that the respondents were more or less neutral on issues 
such as work group goals， age discrimination， language discrimination， frequency of communica-
tion， and racial discrimination. 
According to the results， fift巴enstatements out of the total had丘meanscore of more than 
three， indicating disagreement with having a favorable socio-cultural climate for effective group 
work. Although we could not observe very strong negative opinions (i.e. mean scores of between 
4 and 5)， the results support present argument that 'Sri Lankan culture does not favor group work 
in the organizational context'. Having more or les a neutral overall attitude may have resulted 
仕omthe rapid modernization process， and socio回目onomictransformation in the recent years di-
nunishing the traditional attitudes and value systems. 
Condusion 
Th巴matrixformed between five socio四culturalinstitutions and five conc巴ptsof group cul司
ture revealed a strong support for individual work rather than group work in the organizational 
context.τ'he analysis emphasized on the roots of group behavior of the employees. Most of the 
cultural institutions do not support to form a favorable climate for effective group work in Sri 
Lanka. Rather they support for・asocicトculturalclimate which is characterized with symmetric re-
lationships (i.e. a relationship based on competition and mutual disrespect)， oppose diversity， sub-
ordinate group agenda to the personal agenda， one四wayand top down communication， and an 
authoritative leadership style. 
The concurrent empirical investigation into the perceptual relationship between Sri Lankan 
culture and group socio蜘economicclimate also supported the view that SMEs in food processing 
sector in Sri Lanka does not support group work in their organizations. However， the attitude to鴫
ward group's socio-cultural climate was not significantly unfavorable for巴ffectivegroup work. 
As indicated this may be a result of rapid socio-economic transforτnation process going on in Sri 
Lanka during the last 2-3 decades. This transformation was facilitated by increased exposur巴to
other countries' life styles and management practices， through mass communication， Sri Lankan 
based multi national organizations， and so on especially after opening up of the economy in 1977. 
This positive attitude toward group work should be taken advantage of and if organizations are re-
ally keen they can master on effective group work and oth巴rteam arrangements. In light of the 
benefits of group work over the individual work， leaders can try to implement those policies， pro-
cedures， and processes that will help to creat巴apositive climate that would be more receptive for 
group work. 
Leaders' Challenge: Understanding and managing groups that are composed of people who 
poss巴sa sinular cultur・albackground would be a difficult undertaking itself. Add in diversity and 
managing groups can be ev巴nmore of a challenge， but the benefits to be gained from位lediverse 
perspectives， skils， and abilities more than offset the extra efort. How can a leader meet the chal-
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lenge of coordin品tinga heterogeneous wor・kgroup in these SMEs? 
Group leaders need to understand and empathize others and accept the differences， yet treat 
fairly and equitably disregarding their， sex， class and status， ethnicity， caste and other affiliations. 
Each and every group member should b巴encouragedto do the sam巴.In order to understand oth-
ers ther巴shouldbe more int巴ractionamong members組 dthis can be facilitated by having com-
mon meeting pl品ceslik巴canteens，dinning rooms， toilets， and recreation centers and having re-
treats tIme to tIme. 
Tolerance is another important interpersonal behavior in coordinating heterogeneous groups. 
It is important in dealing with a multi-cultural group in which people would b巴differentwith re叩
gard to their age， sex， caste and other cultural backgrounds. Part of being tolerant is being open-
minded about different values， attitud巴s，and behaviors. Employ巴escan a百iliateto any cultural 
group out side the organization as long as there is common and shared culture in side the organi崎
zation. Organizations should h品vea socio同culturalcIimate that supports and celebrates diversity. 
Limit，αtions of the Research: This paper focus巴donly on tive socio-cultural institutions in 
Sri Lanka looking at them in isolation. The other institutions such as Religion， Games， Tradi-
tional Dramas， and Rituals can also influence group work. One should carefully analyz巴theeffect 
of these other institutions on group work with their possible inter-relationships. There were some 
serious limitations in the case study followed to the empirical investigation. Lack of time and 
other resources pr巴ventedus doing a broad study to include su百icientnumber of firms distributed 
across the island. The performances of the groups were measured using an indirect indicator， the 
growth of the firm that can be affected by many other factors. Ideally group performance should 
be measured using more direct indicators such乱8goal and other achievements， waste elimin以ion，
cost saving， output per worker-hour品nd80 on. 
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スリランカのような発展途上屈において，中小食品加工業の果たす役割は大きい.しかし，
中小食品加工業はさまざまな理由で厳しい状況にあり，生産性をいち早く匝複することが求め
らオLている.
会社が成功するための決定要閣を明らかにするために本論文は，はじめに会社内の社会文化
的環境の重要性についてさまざまな文献資料から，スリランカの社会文化的な慣習(家族，民
族，カースト，階級や地位，教育)が会社内の社会文化的環境に与えてきた影響に関する A般
的な議論を考察した.次に，これらの議論の確実性と正当性を検証するために，無作為に選ん
だねの中小食品加工業者にアンケートと開き取りによる調査を行った.
まず，文献資料をもとに，スリランカの社会文化的な慣習を横軸に，会社内における協働の
ために必要な社会文化的決定要素を縦斡に，マトリックスを作ってみた.その結果，スリラン
カの社会文化的な'慣習が，協働を妨げるような会社内の社会文化的環境を作っていることがわ
かる.これは今回，業者におこなったケーススタデイの結果にも表れている.大多数の会社員
が，協働のために必要な社会文化的な慣習が欠けていると認識していた.ただし，既存の議論
に比べると，その認識の定合いは薄れているようである.このように，協働を妨げていた社会
文化的な環境が減ってきているのは それに影響を与えてきたスリランカの伝統的な社会文化
的な慎習が変化してきているからであると思われる.伝統的な社会文化的慣習の変化は，スリ
ランカの近年Aの急激な近代化に伴う社会経済的な変化によるものであり，これは望ましい傾向
である.このような傾向を生かし，協働のための方針・手段・仕組みを構築していくことが，
会社のリーダーがこれから取り組まなければならない課題である.
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